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The angels revealed in this book enable you to access personal alchemy, to change who you are, to

refine yourself at the deepest level and thus attract the life you desire.Acclaimed and best-selling

occult author, Damon Brand, presents a potent, yet subtle form of angelic magick. This can be the

key to unlocking your magickal power.Alchemy is a process of change. With the help of these

angels you can find patience, endurance and persistence, completing projects to your satisfaction.

There are angels that can speed up the flow of reality, to help bring about rapid change, and angels

that work to purify and clarify your emotions. They provide emotional balance and sustenance, while

giving insight into situations, revealing the easiest way to get where you want to be.The angels can

aid your spiritual development and clarify the desires that lie within. These angels can support your

ability to maintain integrity when faced with compromise, and give you the power to project

charisma. By working with the angels, you can develop your imaginative abilities and intuition. The

angels can restore confidence, inspire your thoughts and help you to see visions, to obtain mystical

guidance.This is an easy to use yet sophisticated form of ritual magick. Rather than tackling the

obvious symptoms of a problem, it works on aspects of your inner being to reorder your life. By

undergoing personal transformation, you can obtain the life you want.The first style of magick is all

about making direct requests for change. The second style of magick is evocation, where the angel

is called to appear visibly, so that you can receive wisdom, guidance and change more directly.The

powers conveyed by these angels are immense, because they connect you to your deepest self,

making it easier to progress through life, attracting the situations and people that will bring you the

most happiness. When things are difficult, these angels offer sanctuary and emotional healing.You

will discover:A simple ritual process requiring no special tools.42 unique Angelic Sigils, not available

anywhere else.Divine names and Words of Power that unlock the magick.The secret Keys of

Evocation.
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So far I haven't seen any reviews mentioning the evocation section of this book. I haven't read any

reviews mentioning if anyone has tried it or had any success. Tonight I evoked Karviel. Yes it was a

success. No it wasn't like I had expected. But regardless I was left feeling utterly elated! It was a

profound experience to say the least. The book mentions that no two evocations are alike. Different

people will experience different things, etc. I will share my experience (of evocation, not the purpose

which is personal,) while emphasizing that your experience will probably not be like mine... or it

might. Who knows? I had to resist the temptation to dress up the ritual. I am a ceremonialist, so my

first inclination is to do a temple opening with all the bells and whistles. I backtracked and decided

instead to follow Damon Brand's advice and do the ritual exactly as described in the book to start. I

may or may not experiment later on down the line, but I LOVE the direct approach in this book. Well,

the Angel came... and without any strain, or much personal energy at all. The room was filled with a

gentle pressure, like an energy current. The Angel appeared as a condensation of this pulsating,

shimmering energy. He "spoke" to me through images and words. I spoke out loud, and he

responded with telepathy. Direct answers and full blown conversation. Without warning he was gone

though. He gave me my answers and left. No need to banish, or give a final release. This magic is

so clean, it won't even leave lingering residue. One of the reasons you banish after a "Lodge style

rite" is because that type of magic makes you a glowing beacon to pretty much anyone in the astral.

This magic seems so direct, streamlined and precise, there's no need to banish before or after, nor

does one have to open a vortex, nor question the identity of the being you called. I'd be very

interested in reading other's experiences with the evocation method.



This is one of the best books that Damon Brand and the Gallery of Magick have published thus far.

Note to those who struggle with lust for results after a ritual: There's an angel in this book named

Kevashiel who can help with this. I've been working with this angel for 3 days now and I'm very

pleased with the results. Thank you for this book, Mr. Brand

Worked instantly! I have had a pressing issue for years and it was resolved in a matter of days after

calling on the Angels. I can't say enough praises for all the books from Gallery of Magick as their

books have transformed my life since I have started using their magick within this year.

Another great work from Damon Brand on practical magick. In this book he offers more insight on

the construction of the sigils and the origin of the Angles used. He provides step by step instructions

on how to do the rituals included in this book. I have had multiple success with his previous books

and expect this will provide many more.Lastly, Mr. Brand offers a technique for evocation that will

provide an even more direct and profound experience.

I love this book and all of Damon Brand's other works. I've never had magick work this fast. You

won't regret buying this book!! Your life will change!

From ever since the Divine has always led me to books that would assist me on my spiritual

journey. Sometimes to know what you need, you first have to experience what you what you don't

want. There are books that I thought I would have loved but after going through them I realized that

there is no connection with the Ã¢Â€Âœspirit Ã¢Â€Âœof the book and my inner self. Or I could say

no spiritual chemistry between me and the book. However, with this book, it has been spot on for

me. It was timely and I was very much inspired. I am satisfied and I am grateful. One of the working

I did in this book was with the Angel of Instigation and wow, it is just down right amazing. This one

of the book that has led me to believe that for every problem that we face in life, there is a

pre-destined power ( angel) that already exist. This is no joke. This real!I would recommend this

book to anyone who is passionate for answers that seem obscure, and when you seem to be lost

and do not know where to turn. It is many times when you lost and confused when find your real you

and your true purpose. Follow your heart without fear. Dogma and certain traditions can hold yo

back. Reach out with your soul, be genuine, be steadfast, be sure, be resolute with your intention for

that is powerful and you will find peace.



Always great material, easy to understand and start using. I have had great results with these

angels. Thank you so much.

This is a beautiful book with Sigils to contact 42 Angels with incredible powers to make profound

and lasting changes in your life. The magick is not complicated and beautiful to perform. And, of

course it works!
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